


OVERVIEW
The expectation that employees need to be 
highly productive and focused in an organiza-
tion, is what necessitates corporate training. By 
investing in training of employees, organiza-
tions are able to impart tremendous amounts 
of information and knowledge in a short 
amount of time. 

This allows employees to gain new knowledge, 
and maintain pace with the rapidly-evolving 
business environment. Simply put, investing in 
high quality training, equals a high level of pro-
ductivity from employees.
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WHO
WE ARE

BNET Learning (RC1560515) is a 21st Century Cor-
porate Learning platform built upon a passion to 
see individuals, organisations and businesses like 
yours excel at what they do and achieve set goals.

BNET Learning is a professional education center, 
and boasts to be one of the few corporate learn-
ing organisations, o�cially recognized by the 
largest global business analysis body IIBA (Inter-
national Institute of Business Analysis) with regis-
tration number IIBA, EEP No. E108101, alongside 
PMI (Project Management Institute), and SCRUM 
study.  

As a renowned training center, we exist to pro-
vide world-class training services to both individ-
uals, institutions, and organizations (non-govern-
mental and governmental) ; a consistent source 
of relevant knowledge needed to thrive in a 
highly competitive global market. The idea of 
Professional and Business education at BNET 
Learning, has its central focus on the art of Tech-
nology for management - Business Analysis, Pro-
cess Improvement, Project Management, and 
Systems Analysis.



SPECIALIZED TRAINING
We have specialized training options for corporate clients. This allows BNET Learning to provide  orga-
nizations the speci�c skills and knowledge needed by their employees to be successful, and by implica-
tion, facilitate the success of the company. Whether it is face to face/classroom, virtual, or blended de-
livery, our goal at BNET is to develop the soft skills of your employees to aid their personal and career 
development growth plan. Our corporate training programs include using certi�cations to drive perfor-
mance improvement and raise standards in the real-world workplace setting. These corporate training 
certi�cations allow employees to validate their pro�ciency and expertise in providing solutions to busi-
ness problems.

CBAP/CCBA 
The CBAP (Certi�ed Business Analysis Professional) designation is an indicator of distinction for inter-
mediate and advanced-level practitioners, recognizing their demonstration of the knowledge and skills 
necessary for e�ciency, serviceability, and a professional level of competence in business analysis prin-
ciples and practices. The objectives of this course includes the identi�cation of principles, activities, 
tasks, and techniques described in the new BABOK  Guide 3.0, citing core knowledge areas, and also 
measuring your ability to successfully complete the exam by giving practice exams in each of the 
knowledge areas. So, you can be assured of an enjoyable, challenging, and most importantly, produc-
tive learning environment as the knowledge and secrets for IIBA certi�cation success is aptly down-
loaded for you by our seasoned experts and coaches

WHAT WE OFFER



PMP 
The PMP (Project Management Professional) Certi�cation is the most globally recognized credential in 
project management. This course was designed to provide knowledge, tools, and techniques based 
on best practice concepts, methodologies, approach, and real-life experiences. Our 4-day PMP Certi�-
cation bootcamp is �lled with discussions, exercises, and numerous practice tests to contribute to a 
successful learning environment. The course outcome is to systematically increase the “probability of 
success” for your future projects. Principles of this course have been used to manage simple projects 
from personal day-to-day lives, to managing million dollar high risk and advanced projects. The 
course delivers tools, techniques, processes, checklists and practical knowledge that can be put to 
work immediately. 

CBDA
Business Data Analytics is increasingly becoming an area of great attention for organizations and pro-
fessionals. Organizations recognize it as a means by which they can obtain valuable insights from re-
porting; analysis and supporting more informed business decision-making. This certi�cate recognizes 
a business analyst’s ability to e�ectively work in support of business analytics initiatives. Being the �rst 
data analytics certi�cation provided by the International Institute of BA (IIBA), the CBDA exam is close-
ly aligned to the Guide to Business Data Analytics and tests one's ability to answer real-world focused 
questions. This course will introduce you to Business Data Analytics, business analysis concepts, tools, 
techniques, and skills needed to pass the Certi�cation in Business Data Analytics exam.

AGILE/SCRUM
As the most popular Agile framework, this certi�cate comes with its own body of knowledge. It focus-
es on applying the agile perspective within a business analysis framework. The knowledge areas, 
problem-solving tools and techniques that the SCRUM Master Certi�cation Bootcamp focuses on, is 
based on the SCRUM Body of Knowledge (SBOK) Guide and its framework is structured in such a way 
that it supports product and service development for any type of project, and in all types of industries 
irrespective of its intricacy. From a professional development or work experience standpoint, there are 
no eligibility requirements but IIBA recommends 2-3 years of BA experience working within an agile 
framework.



FOLARIN DAMOLA OJURABESA JOHN
MRM, B.Eng, CBAP, CERTIFIED SAFE® 4 AGILIST, 
SAFE® 4 CERTIFIED PRACTITIONER, CSSYB, ITIL

CBAP

OLUMIDE MICHAEL OYALOLA DAMILOLA OWASEYE
B.Tech, MSc Statistics CBAP, PSM, LSSGB, CSM

OUR
RESOURCE
TEAM



• BNET Learning boasts of a robust team of highly skilled and civil individuals who stand out 
amongst the crowd. Our trainers are skilled professionals with international exposure. BNET Learn-
ing is locally targeted with a global view. Above are a list of our resource team and facilitators that 
help establish BNET Learning as a force to reckon with.

• Our mode of delivery is one that speaks volumes of the success BNET Learning  has had over the 
years. Our training and classes are engineered in a way that they enable and support the learning 
process. Accompanied by tutorials, workshop training, and one-on-one teaching sessions, there is 
a fusion of work-based learning, problem based learning, and also blended learning in our training 
so as to produce the best results for our students.

• BNET Learning is a world-class enabler of professional development with footprints in North 
America and Africa. We are not just an organization that is solely based in Nigeria, but an Interna-
tional organization with a global reach and a world-class standard.

• Professional development lifestyle platform. Here at BNET Learning, we do not only focus on train-
ing and certi�cations, but we are interested in the professional development of employees and we 
want to make sure that they are able to deliver e�ciently in their role within the organization. Help-
ing our trainees transition from training unto their work is the ultimate goal for us at BNET Learning.

• BNET Learning stands out as a leading training organization because there is an ultimate focus on 
post-training  evaluation, people development, and commitment to the learning community. Our 
free training webinars, as well as our mentorship sessions positively portray us as an organization 
that leads the way in deploying the �nest Business Analysts in Africa and globally.



OUR PAST CLIENTS
We have as part of our clientele, organizations 
and individuals from organizations like;



“The experience was mind-blowing and superb. The training methodology is state of art. Many thanks” 
-Buchi ngoladi, Business Analyst, Ecobank. 

"Very Insightful Training... Very Knowledgeable Facilitator" - Funke Oladeji, Stanbic IBTC

“I really enjoyed the class and was able to write and pass my certi�cation exam within a month of the 
training” -Adebola, December 2017

“ I was planning to write the exams for January 2021. However, after attending the end of the year webi-
nar organized by BNET tagged “Finishing Strong”, my desire to �nish the year strongly made me enrol 
for the exams on December 27, 2020 and to God be the glory I passed.” 
-Odunayo Olorunfemi, December 2020.

“The facilitator has a vast knowledge of the course material and has given me the con�dence to write 
the certi�cation exam” -Kemi, January 2018

“To be honest, I've been leaping for Joy since 7:48am when I clicked the �nish button and saw congratu-
lations. Thanks to @Damola Trainer, @Oluwadamilola Cole who gave their best during and after the 
training. You guys rock.” - Victor Mgbachi, January 2021.

OUR PAST CLIENTS TESTIMONIALS



Our guiding principle is hedged on the truth that 
‘We don’t just teach, but we coach & mentor’ and that is 
because we are not all about training individuals to pass ex-
aminations or be certi�ed but more importantly, building 
long-lasting capacities and empowering people to be the 
best version of themselves through skills acquisition.
 
We would like to work with you or members of your 
organization on your professional development journey.  
 
 info@bnetlearning.com
 
 +2348074429193

OUR CONTACT
& EXPECTATIONS


